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Banner Naming Convention for Defect Correction Electronic 
Distribution Postings FAQ 1-DIQ7D4 

The purpose of this Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) document is to provide customers 
with information pertaining to the convention used to name electronic distribution postings 
for defect corrections, also known as a defect patch. 

 

General Information 
Q. What is an electronic distribution patch? 

The concept of a patch allows clients to correct a specific or multiple product issue(s) or defect(s).  A 
patch can contain one or more object types and involve fixes to one or more defects.  The patches are 
posted to the Customer Support Center for download. 

Q. Has there been a recent naming convention change for electronic distribution patches? 

Yes. As of September 2010, all Banner products will use the new naming convention for patches.  

Q. Why is this change being made? 

The objective of this change is to provide a sequence number of every patch that’s released, 
synonymous to its release number. Unlike the earlier practice of releasing a patch with a number in the 
patch name explaining the release on which the patch can be applied, the new approach will also 
explain what is the patch’s version or sequence number. This will allow you to easily determine the 
order in which patches against a given release were posted. If the patches are applied in order, you no 
longer need to determine if one patch is dependent on an earlier patch for the same release. 

Q. In addition to the patch naming convention change, is there any change to how objects contained 
within the patch are versioned? 

Yes. Another objective of this change is to simplify the debugging of any issues associated with a patch. 
Previously, the objects within a patch could have various version numbers. Our new methodology will 
align all object version numbers within the patch. An issue reported with an electronic distributed object 
can easily be tracked to the patch in which it was delivered, as the object version will align with the 
patch sequence number. 

Q. Does this mean that you could skip version numbers within objects, as not all objects are delivered 
within every patch? 

Yes. For example, Banner Human Resources may put out their first patch after Release 8.3. The objects 
in that patch would be versioned 8.3.0.1. When Banner Human Resource releases their second patch for 
Release 8.3, the objects within that patch will be versioned 8.3.0.2, regardless of whether those objects 
were shipped with the 8.3.0.1 patch. The objective is to align the object version numbers to the patch 
sequence number. 
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Q. What specifically has changed? What was the old naming convention? What is the new naming 
convention? 

The patch naming convention has one minor change. A sequence number is appended to the release 
number. This sequence number signifies the order in which the patch was released for a given release. It 
also will signify the object version for all objects delivered with that patch.    

 

Old Patch Naming Convention: 

Patches were named as follows: 

  p – first position 

  xxxxxx  - defect number (second position) 

  _  -  underscore (third position) 

yyy - product three digit identifier (fourth position) 

VRRFF – product’s last release number (fifth position – signifies the version of 
the product to which the patch can be applied) 

 

Example:  

The Patch Name :                  p1-bmqfwr_fin80300 

 

                       

 

  

Signifying 
Patch 

Defect 
Number 

Product 
Identifier 

Products last Release 
Number (8.3) VRRFF 
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New Patch Naming Convention: 

 

Patches are now named as follows: 

  p – first position 

  xxxxxx  - defect number (second position) 

  _  -  underscore (third position) 

yyy - product three digit identifier (fourth position) 

VRRFF – product’s last release number (fifth position – signifies the version of 
the product to which the patch can be applied) 

XX – patch sequence number 

 

Example:  

First patch released for Finance 8.3: 

The Patch Name :                  p1-bmqfwr_fin8030001 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                    

 

Second patch released for Finance 8.3: 

The Patch Name :                  p1-bk9gsd_fin8030002 

 

                                                                                                                                                                              

 

Third patch released for Finance 8.3: 

The Patch Name :                  p1-cm3gsx_fin8030003 

 

Signifying 
Patch 

Defect 
Number 

Product 
Identifier 

Products last 
Release Number  
(8.3) VRRFF 

Signifying 
Patch 

Defect 
Number 

Product 
Identifier 

Signifying 
Patch 

Defect 
Number 

Product 
Identifier 

Patch 
Sequence 
(01) XX 

Products last 
Release Number  
(8.3) VRRFF 

Patch 
Sequence 
(02) XX 

Products last 
Release Number  
(8.3) VRRFF 

Patch 
Sequence 
(03) XX 
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Q. The product release number in the patch name doesn’t correspond to the normal release 
numbering convention. How is the number derived as part of the patch naming convention? 

We allow for two digits for each release component following the major release number, adding a zero 
where the component is less than ten. For example, if we have a patch for release 8.3.1, the number 
would be 80301XX (where XX is the new sequence number).   If we have a patch for release 8.12.3, the 
number would be 81203XX (where XX is the new sequence number).  

Q. As patches are now numbered sequentially, does this indicate that all patches must now be applied 
in order? 

No. Electronic distribution patches are still considered optional unless otherwise noted. Not all patches 
need to be applied. Please refer to the patch’s text file to determine if the patch is dependent on 
another patch before applying, should you choose not to apply all patches for a release in the order they 
are released. 

Q. Can you summarize the relevant changes in patch naming and object versioning and how the two 
relate? 

• The object’s release number is not decided by the number of times it gets changed (old 
methodology), rather by the deliverable patch version number 

• The object’s release number is always in sync with the patch’s release number 

• The patch sequence number helps in identifying the order in which the patches were 
released  

• The patch sequence number does not indicate dependencies, rather an order of release 

• As patches could be optional, if there is a dependency on another patch, this will be 
documented with the patch 

The following table shows examples of how the patch naming convention and object release numbers 
will look like for a particular patch.   

Baseline Release Patch Release 
Number 

Patch Sequence Objects Release 
Number 

Number in Patch 
Name 

8.3 8.3.0.1 1 8.3.0.1 8030001 
8.3 8.3.0.2 2 8.3.0.2 8030002 

8.3.1 8.3.1.1 1 8.3.1.1 8030101 
8.3.2 8.3.2.1 1 8.3.2.1 8030201 
8.3.2 8.3.2.2 2 8.3.2.2 8030202 
8.3.2 8.3.2.4 4 8.3.2.4 8030204 
8.3.3 8.3.3.11 11 8.3.3.11 8030311 
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